Release 2018.0.* - Optimizations

Release 2018.0.6
Bug Fixes


Publishing tables on an InfoZoom Anywhere Server causes no critical
errors. (24.08.2018)



Creating attribute groups that already contain attribute groups is working.
(09.08.2018)



The online help for the internal chart is displayed. (08.08.2018)

Optimizations


The database wizard also accesses the system tables of Oracle databases.
(24.08.2018)



List & Label Service Pack 23.003 integrated. (31.07.2018)



Data about the German Bundesliga season 2017/2018 has been added to
the example table. (24.07.2018)



The installation of Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable Packages does not
require a restart of the PC. (25.05.2018)



For multi-line attributes, the values are left-aligned if a line break is
contained. (22.05.2018)

Release 2018.0.5
Bug Fixes


Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable Package for Visual Studio 2013
updated (Microsoft KB 3138367 and article 3179560). (18.05.2018)

Optimizations


Auto filter in report templates is preserved also for Excel 2007 and above.
(16.05.2018)

Release 2018.0.3
Optimizations
 When opening files, you can now set the filter for file types to Excel files,
also in the selection wizard. (2018-04-19)
 For the data sources CSV file and FOX file, it is now possible to change the
connection data in the database wizard. (2018-02-12)
 For the data sources CSV file and FOX file, the "Refresh Data Source
(Tables)" button is no longer displayed in the database wizard.
(2018-02-12)
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Bug Fixes
 Numeric values are now correctly transferred to Excel when the
typographic apostrophe is used as thousands separator. (2018-04-26)
 Reloading data from a FOX file no longer prompts the password dialog.
(2018-04-09)
 The properties of a join can now also be adjusted in the database wizard if
an SQL command not supported by the database driver has been
executed. (2018-03-27)
 Fixed localization bug in the database wizard. (2018-03-26)
 All icons are now displayed correctly in the Polish and Italian versions.
(2018-03-02)
 Using the "Undo" function no longer leads to a critical error if this undoes
the "Find and Replace" function, which replaced the values found with an
empty string. (2018-03-01)
 Queries from older InfoZoom files containing a search for "\n" are now
executed correctly in InfoZoom Desktop 2018. Such queries in InfoZoom
Desktop 2018 can now also be saved to older file formats. (2018-02-06)

Release 2018.0.1
Optimizations
 InfoZoom Desktop 2018 released. (2018-01-22)
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